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Abstract 
Slowly convergent series on the unit disk are reconsidered. Typical cases arise in plate contact problems. Uniformly 
converging sequences of approximants, which are expressible by recurrence relations, are established. Accurate rror 
estimates, which prove to be realistic, are also derived. Several numerical examples confirm the theoretical predictions 
and show clearly the effectiveness of the method. 
Keywords: Slowly convergent series 
1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the evaluation of series of the form 
z2k + 1 
Rp(z) = (2k + 1) p' p = 2, 3, ..., (1.1) 
k=O 
where z ~ C, I zl ~ 1. Because of slow convergence for I zl close or equal to 1, series (1.1) is difficult to 
use. 
Cases p = 2, 3 occur in the mathematical treatment of unilateral plate contact problems and were 
firstly considered in [2]. Since this, different approaches have been considered [1,6]. In [7] 
a summary and a comparison of various methods is given. 
The method proposed in [6] consists in establishing, via Laplace transform technique, an 
integral representation of Rp(z) and in evaluating the obtained integral by means of Gaussian 
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quadrature formulas equipped by appropriate weights. Indeed, if we take 
1 _1 f~ z2k(  - -  lgz) p-1 dr, p > O, (1.2) 
(2k + 1) p (p 1)! 
which follows by a change of variable from known Laplacian integral, and if we use representation 
(1.2) in (1.1), we find 
z I f  ( -- lg z2) p- 1 
Rp(z) = 2p_1( p _ 1)! ov 1 -- z--T~r 2 dz. (1.3) 
In [6] integral (1.3), with p = 2, 3, is evaluated by Gaussian quadrature relative to the weight 
function z-1/2( _ lg z) p- 1; thus a large number of numerical constants has to be precomputed for 
each value of p. Here we propose an approach which is based on a different use of the same integral 
representation (1.3); specifically, we derive from integral (1.3) a rapidly converging series of 
integrals, which approximates uniformly Rp(z) in Izl ~< 1, and proves to be efficient for numerical 
calculations. 
Our method, which is valid for any given integer p > 1, seems to enjoy some advantages with 
respect o those given in [1, 2, 61: (i) Approximations of Rp(z) are  evaluated by straightforward 
recurrence relations which require only Stirling's numbers of the first kind to be known. (ii) An 
accurate and realistic error estimate can be established, showing that the rate of convergence of the 
sequence of the approximants does not depend on the value of z in the unit disk (see Theorem 1). 
(iii) On the whole our procedure seems not to be spoiled by the gross numerical errors which affect 
the method given in [6], suffering of a serious loss of significance, for example, in the calculation of 
R2(x) and Ra(x) for x close to 1 (see [6, Table 4.3]). (iv) The method we are going to consider 
exhibits more general validity than those given in previous papers. In [1, 6] only the cases p = 2, 3 
are considered. Moreover, in the important case z = x, 0 ~< x ~< 1, the known methods are no 
longer effective in the evaluation of Rp(z) in the entire range of interest, the method proposed in [6] 
failing in the immediate neighborhood of x = 1, the one introduced in [1] when x is small. (This 
numerical behavior is clearly focused in [7], where a combined method is also discussed.) The 
method discussed in the present paper is not affected by any such restriction; in Section 5 we use 
repeatedly a unique method (which is the specification to the real axis of the general one) for 
computing series R2(x) and R3(x), for 0 ~ x ~< 1. Furthermore, the present method turns out to be 
effective for the series (1.4) below, on the range 0 ~< b < oe, while the method given in [6] fails for 
values of b close or equal to zero. 
In Section 2 we introduce the method for approximating Rp(z) in the general case p = 2, 3,... 
and we give an accurate stimate of its absolute rror. Recurrence relations for the computation of 
the approximation established in Section 2 are given in Section 3; detailed procedures specialized to 
the cases Izl = 1 and real z are produced in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the more difficult case 
oo 1 cosh(2k + 1)x 
Tp(x,b)= ~=o (1.4) k (2k + 1)Pcosb(2k + 1)b' 
where 
b>~O, O<<.x<<.b. (1.5) 
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This series was summed to high precision in [6], but there the difficulty arising when b is vt, ry 
small or zero is left still unresolved. Here we solve this problem by using a transformed series which, 
for any b/> 0, gives approximately the same rate of convergence of geometric series with ratio 
½. Finally, several numerical experiments are illustrated in Section 6. 
2. Uniform approximation on the unit disk 
( - lg u) m = 
where 
In this section we use the integral representation (1.3) to approximate series Rp(z) defined in (1.1). 
Substitution of partial sums of the logarithmic expansion into integral (1.3) leads to an expression 
which is readily computable; however, this does not produce uniform approximation of Rp(z) on 
[z I ~< 1. To obtain a uniform approximation on the unit disk one has to consider, owing to the term 
(ZT) 2 in the denominator of integral (1.3), an integral representation f Rp(z) in which lg z is replaced 
by lg([zlz). (The reason for the factor Izl will become clear below; see Theorem 1.) To do this, it is 
convenient to set z = pe i° and take into consideration the identity 
( _ lgz2)p- x = [lgp2 _ lg(pz)2]p- 1 (2.1) 
By using this and the binomial expansion, the integral (1.3) takes the form 
z Pm~=l(p-1)(lgp2)p_l_mSm(z), (2.2) 
Rp(z) = 2p_ l (p_  1)! =o m 
where 
fJ [ -- lg'c2 p2]m 
Sm(Z) 1 -z2z  2 dr. (2.3) 
Our approach is based on the expansion [8, 24.1.3] 
o0 
Z c~ )(1 - 11) k+m, 0 < U ~ 1, (2.4) 
k=O 
s(m) k+m (2.5) 
C~) = ( -- 1)k (m + 1)k" 
Here Sk~'~ )- are Stirling's numbers of the first kind and (m + 1)k = (m q- k)!/m!. By noting that the 
numbers c~ ) are moments of order k of a bounded linear functional acting on the space of real 
polynomials, we write 
C(m k)~-~" ~'m {tk}, 0 ~< t ~< 1. (2.6) 
We shall not assume that the explicit form of the functional itself is known. However, for future 
reference we note that the special values $6 °) = 1, S~ (°) = 0, n = 1,2,. . . ,  which are an obvious 
consequence of (2.4), and S, (1) = ( - 1)"- l(n - 1)! [8, 24.1.3] imply 
c(o°) = 1, c(on)= O, n = 1,2 .... , (2.7) 
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and 
c],) _ 1 n+l '  n=0,1 , . . . .  (2.8) 
Thus,  the representat ion (2.4) takes the form 
( - lgu)  m=(1-u)m~m 1- t (1 -u )  " 
In order to determine an approx imat ion  of integral SI(Z), we consider firstly the representat ion (2.9) 
in the form 
( - - lgu)m = ( 1 __u)m~m{.1--It(1-u)] "+1 } 1 - t(1 -- u) + l~mn)(u) (2.10) 
where n = 0, 1 . . . .  and 
)'[_t(_l - -u ) ]  "+1 } (2.11) 
l~m ")(u) = (1 -- U) m '~m~. 1 -- t(1 -- U) " 
Then we write the integral (2.3) as sum of two terms 
/~  1 -- (Ze) 2n+2 f (ze) z"+z Sin(z) = 1 - (zz) 2 [ - lg(pe)2]mdz + 1 ---~z) 2 [ - lg(pe)2]m de, (2.12) 
and substitute Eq. (2.10) with u = p2e2 in the latter integral to find 
Sm(z) = J~")(z) + E,~)(z), (2.13) 
where 
~/ f /  ( ze )2"+2 5[t(1-p2e2)]" ' l} J~n)(z) = [ -- lg(pe)E]m de - (1 - -  p2e2)m 
1 _ (ze) 2 1 _ (ze) 2 ~m [ ~ -- ~-(]'-_- ~-~-)- de (2.14) 
and 
fj (ze) 2"+2 E~m")(z) = i --- z2----~ l~)(PZeZ)de" (2.15) 
We show that J~")(z) is an effective approx imat ion  of SI(Z) by proving that for rn fixed and 
n = 0, 1, 2, ... the sequence {E~m")(z)} converges rapidly to zero and that the calculat ion of ,Pm")(z) 
can be easily per formed through recurrence relations and logar i thmic functions. We postpone the 
descr ipt ion of all numerical  procedures to Sections 3 and 4 and prove that the sequence {E~m"~(z)}, 
n = 0, 1 . . . . .  converges to zero, independent ly  of [z[ ~< 1, with the same rate of convergence as the 
geometr ic sequence {2- 2n}. 
To do this we define a convenient  approx imat ion  of series R~,(z) by 
z Pm~=l(p--1)(lgpZ)p_l_mj~)(Z). (2.16) R~")(z) = 2p- l (p  -- 1)! =o m 
Then we prove 
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Theorem 1. Let m >1 1, p >~ 2 be fixed inteoers. Assume that R~")(z) is given by Eq. (2.16) with J~"J(z) 
defined in Eq. (2.14). I f  Sin(z) is the inteoral (2.3) and/f lz l  ~< 1, then 
[S,,(z) - Jtmn)(Z)l <~ ]1m2 -2" (2.17) 
and 
1/2 v(P) 9 -2n ,  IRp(z) - Rtp")(z)l ~< e .max- n = 0, 1 .... , 
where 
]1~P) = max 
(2.18) 
max ]1,~, (2.19) 
l <~ra<~p-1 
and ]1m is independent of n. 
Proof. In view of (2.5), the asymptotic estimate of Stirling's numbers I-8, 24.1.3] gives c(~ k) = o(1), for 
k - ,  ~ ,  m fixed. Hence for any nonnegative integer k, it holds I c~)[ ~< ]1,, with ]1, independent of k. 
By using this and (2.6) in the series resulting from the geometrical expansion of the right-hand side 
of (2.11) one derives 
Iltm")(u)l ~< ]1m(1 -- u)m+"+ lU -1 • (2.20) 
Then we note that, because of Eq. (2.15), 
IEt~")(z)l ~< I1 --Z2"L'21 [ltmnl(p2z2)ldz" (2.21) 
Thus, on account of the inequality (2.20) and 
l1 - p2z21 ~< l1 - z2z2l, i f0 ~< pz <<. 1; (2.22) 
p2z2(1 - p2z2) ~< 1/4, if 0 ~< pz ~< 1, (2.23) 
the estimate (2.17) follows immediately. In the case m = 0, from Eqs. (2.11), (2.6) and (2.7) it follows 
that l~)(u) = 0 for n = 0, 1,. . . .  We express this by taking ]1o = 0 in estimate (2.17). By subtracting 
Eq. (2.16) from Eq. (2.2) and by using inequality (2.17) we infer 
]1~mP~)x 1½ - lgp l  p-1 (2.24) IR~(z) - R~*)tz)l ~< -~ p (p - 1)! ' 
where ]1~, is given by Eq. (2.19). The estimate (2.18) follows from Eq. (2.24) and Iwl*/q! <~ e twj. This 
concludes the proof. [] 
Remark 2. In some particular cases the estimates (2.17) and (2.18) take a very simple form. For 
instance, if p = 2, we have 
]11 ---~ ])(22x = 1. (2.25) 
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3. Numerical procedures 
The integral J(~")(z) given by (2.14) is the sum of a finite number of terms which are related by 
recurrence relations. To determine these relations we firstly note that Eq. (2.14) with n = - 1 and 
representation (2.9) with u = p222 imply 
S(m-1)(Z) = 0. (3.1) 
Then we consider the identity 
[z2z2(1 _ p2z2)t],+1 =[z2z2(1 _p2z2)t].{1 - [1  - t(1 - p222)] _ (1 - z 222)(1 - p2zZ)t}. 
Substitution of this into the second integral of (2.14) and Eq. (2.6) give 
S~")(z) = J(,,"-1)(z) + K(,.")(z) + L~)(z), (3.2) 
where 
K('") (z) = c(""' f ~ (zv)2"(ll ---z2z z--z)" +" dz' (3.3) 
where 
= 11 22.[  _ ~(m n) lg(pz)2]" dz, 
do 
and 
r l  
fl~") = jo  22"(1 - P2z2)Jdz" 
Integration by parts of integral (3.7) and straightforward calculation yields 
1 ~(") =- -{ ( -  lgp2) "+1 + 2(m + 1)~ ) }. 
,.+1 2n + 1 
L~)(z)=zZ"( ~ ' ) -  k=o ~ c~) fl~"+)")' (3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
and 
L~)(z) = f~ (zz)2. (1 _ p2.c2)rn ~. ' ~'[t(1 -- p2zz)]"+l"~ " [T  -- -~i - -~p-~ J dz. (3.4) 
The integral L~ J (z) is a finite sum which can be easily computed by means of recurrence relations. 
Indeed, since 
[t(1 p222)]"+ 1 1 - ~ tk(1 -- p2z2)k, (3.5) 1 
1 - t(1 - p2"c2) = 1 - t(1 - p222) k=O 
and because of (2.6) and (2.9), the integral (3.4) takes the form 
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Recurrence relation (3.9) and the starting value 
0tto,) 1 (2n + 1) (3.10) 
allow to produce all the coefficients 0~ ") Similarly, for the calculation of the coefficients ~.") we have • t"J 
1 
j+ I  = + ½(1 - p2) + 1] ,  (3 .11)  n+j+3[ ( J  + rs 
with 
1 
- - -  (3 .12)  
(2n + 1)" 
For the computation of integral K~ ") (z) given by (3,3) a nonhomogeneous two-term recurrence 
relation can also be derived. To this aim we use the identity 
(zz)2,. 2 (1 - p2z2)"+ 1 = (zz)2, (1 - p2 z2),{ (1 - e-2iO) + (1 - -  . 72 r 2)  [e-  2i0 _ (1 - p2 z2)] }, 
0 = arg z, 
in integral (3.3); thus 
C~ + 1) 
t~(n) = pro+, - pro+,+ 1) (3.13) K(mn+ 1)(2)  ~ (1 - -  e - 2i°)K(n)(z) + Z2nC(m n+ 1)(e - 2i0 t2(n) 
where the coefficients vm+,a("), given by (3.8), can be generated by (3.11) and (3.12). 
With respect o K~")(z), m fixed, n = 0, 1, ... Eq. (3.13) is a nonhomogeneous first-order ecur- 
rence relation which degenerates for 0 = 0, _+ rt, .... Hence, depending on the value of 0, different 
numerical performances ofEq. (3.13) are to be expected• In fact we can prove that Eq. (3.13) used in 
the forward direction is safely stable only if 101 ~< 0", where 
0* = arcsin[p2(1 -p2) /2] ,  if 0 ~< p ~< 2-1/2, (3.14) 
and 
0* = arcsin(1/8), i f2 -1/2 ~< p ~< 1. (3.15) 
The values (3.14) and (3.15) follow from straightforward application of the theory of stability of 
recurrence relations [4, 5]. Indeed, let K~")(z) be a solution of (3•13) and let K*(")(z) satisfy the 
homogeneous equation associated to (3.13), then it follows by the general theory that the numerical 
stability of recursion (3.13) depends heavily on the quantity 
r,(z) = [K~°)(z)K*(")(z)/K~")(z)l, n = O, 1, . . .  (m fixed), (3.16) 
inasmuch as (3.13) can be safely used in the forward direction only if ro,rl, ... is a monotone 
decreasing sequence. 
Now, a nontrivial solution of the homogeneous equation associated to (3.13) is given by 
K*t")(z) = c~)(1 - e-2i°) n, n = 0, 1, ... (m fixed). (3.17) 
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This yields 
IK*(")(z)l = 2"1c}g)11sin 0l". (3.18) 
An asymptotic estimate of K~ ")(z) for n ~ ~ (m fixed) can be derived by application of Laplace's 
method to integral (3.3) (see, for example, [9, Theorem 7.1]). If 2 - 1/2 ~< p ~< 1 and m is fixed, this 
yields 
( 2rt )1/2, 
[K("")(z)[ [C(m")[ (1 + 8sinZO)n n ~ oo. (3.19) 22.+m+ 1p 
By using estimates (3.18) and (3.19) in Eq. (3.16) we see that r,(z) is monotonically decreasing when 
101 ~< 0", in case (3.15). If0 ~< p ~< 2-1/2 the estimate of IK~")(z)l takes a different form; this leads to 
conditions (3.14) for the monotonically decreasing behavior of r,(z). 
In practice, therefore, recurrence (3.13) can be used in the forward direction only for z close to the 
real axis. In this instance the starting value can be determined by explicit evaluation of the integral 
K~°)(z). Indeed, if m = 1 by using the special value [8,24.1.3] 
Sn (1) = ( - 1 ) " -  l (n  - 1)!, n = 1, 2, . . . ,  (3.20) 
and by taking n = 0 and m = 1 in (3.3), we find 
KlO)(z ) (1 - -  e -2 i0 )  1 -1- Z e_2 i  0 
- + . (3 .21)  2z lg 1 - z 
If m > 1 the requested value can be calculated by 
K(O) m+ 1 (Z) = (1 - e -  2 i0 )K  ~)(z) + e-  2i0 /~(0) vm , m = 1,2,. . . ,  (3.22) 
where/3(0) can be computed by recursion (3.11), (3.12). If 0 does not satisfy inequalities (3.14) and 
(3.15), integral K~")(z) may be conveniently calculated by using recurrence relation (3.13) in 
backward direction, as it will be discussed later (see Section 6). 
At the end of the present section we conclude that integral J~)(z), and therefore the approximant 
R~")(z) given by (2.16), is actually computable in a finite number of steps, by means of Eq. (3.6), 
associated with recursions (3.9)-(3.12), and of relation (3.13), used in forward-backward direction. 
We do not discuss the general procedure in detail; in the next section we analyze some 
particularly important cases. 
4.  Some par t i cu la r  cases  
The general procedure for the computation of Rp(z) described in the previous section takes 
a much simpler form in three instances which are of particular interest in applications. 
Case 1: Evaluation ofR2(x),  0 ~< X ~< 1. First, put m = 0 in (2.14) and use Eqs. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.3) 
to find 
1 l+x  
= , n = 0,1 . . . . .  J(o")(x) -- So(x) ~xx lg 1 -- x (4.1) 
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Then note that for m = 0 the procedure (3.9), (3.10), with p = x, reduces to 
~. ,= 1 ( 1 lgx )  n=O, 1, (4.2) 
n+½ 2n+l  ' "'" 
and that, in view of (3.8), it follows that ta.) n(.) v.2 R(n+ 1) Pn+l  - -  Pn+2 ~ -'~ / '- 'n+l • 
Thus, the Eqs. (2.8) and (3.13), with 0 = 0, give 
K[")(x) = ff,")x2"/(n + 1), n = 0, 1 . . . .  (4.3) 
By specifying m = 1, p = 2 respectively in (3.6), (2.16), and by using (3.1), (3.2) and (4.1)-(4.3), we 
obtain 
Procedure 3. Let n = 0, 1, . . . .  
(1) For  k = 0, 1 . . . . .  n compute  
~o ~ = 1/(2k + 1), 
1 ff.k) = 3 [ ( j  + 1)fl~ *~ + ½(1 -- X2) j+ ' ] ,  
~+1 k +j +-~ 
(2) Compute J~,)(x)= ~ x2kV ffk , 2 ( 1 
k=O Lk + 1 + 2--k~ "2k+l  
l+x  x 
+ Ji "~(x). (3) Compute  Rt2")(x) = ½1gxlg 1 -x  
j = 0,  1 , . . . , k .  
l gx )  ~ Rtk) 7 
- -  P J+ '  l 
(4.4) 
Case 2: Evaluation of R3(x), 0 ~< X ~< 1. By (2.8) and by the wel l -known recurrence relation for 
g,(m) (m-  1) L ¢,(m) Stirling's numbers,  i.e., Jk + 1 = SR -- ~Ok , k ~> m/> 1, it is readily shown that the coefficients 
c[ k) given by (2.5) satisfy 
2 k+l  ~k- 
+~- - -~c2  1), k=0,1 , . . . ,  
ct2k) = (k + 1)(k + 2) 
Ct2 -1 )  = 0. 
By setting p = 3, z = p = x and 0 = 0 in the general procedure of Section 2, we derive 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Procedure 4. Let n = 0, 1 , . . . .  
(1) For  k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n compute  
~k~_k+½ 2k+1 
4 
e~k) _ 2k + 1 [( lgx)2 + e~k)] 
(2) For  k = 0, 1 . . . . .  n compute  
~o ~, = 1/(2k + 1), 
(see Eq. (4.2)), 
(see Eq. (3.9)). 
1 [ ( j  + 1)fl} k) + ½(1 -- x2) J+' ] ,  
k + j  + 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
R(k) t " /+  1 = j = O, 1, ... ,k + 1. 
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(3) For k = 0, 1 , . . . ,n  compute 
2 k+ 1 (k-l) (seeEq. 4.5)), c(2k) = (k + 1)(k + 2) + ~ c2 
c(2 - 1) = 0 (see Eq. (4.6)). 
(4) Compute J I")(x)= ~ x2kF ~(kk) 2 1 lgx -- X; Vj+l [ 
k=0 Lk + 1 + ~ 2k + 1 ;_-'Uoj--~J" 
(5)  Compute  Jt2'O(x) = x2k c(k)/Jk+l R( ) + 0~(2 k) -- E ~2r'(J) l?(k)/"j+2 • 
k=O j=O 
(6) Compute R(3")(x) = ¼(lgx)21g 1 ---Z-~ + 2 1  + x x [lgxJ~,)(x) + ¼J2(,)(x)]" 
Remark 5. Note that x = 0, x = 1 are removable singularities of R(2")(x) and R3(n)(x). 
Case 3: Evaluation ofRp(ei°), 0 ~< 0 ~< r~, p = 2, 3, . . . .  Since p = 1, the recursions (3.9), (3.10) and 
(3.11), (3.12) give 
2P-I(P - 1)! k = 0,1 , . . . ,  p = 2,3,. . .  (4.9) Cttpk)-l-- (2k+l )p  , 
and 
(p - 1)(k - ½)! k=0,1 ,  p= 2,3, (4.10) fl~k)-I = 2(k ~-p- -½)~ ' ""' .... 
Moreover, in view of (2.16) and (3.2), only L~)-l(z) and K~2 l(z), n = 0, 1, . . . ,  are to be computed. 
Eqs. (3.6), (4.9) and (4.10) allow direct calculation of L~)_l(z) while, as it was noticed in the 
previous section, the calculation of K~)_l(z) may require backward recursion. If l01 -%< 0", with 0* 
given by (3.15), K~_ ) 1 (z), n = 0, 1, ..., is generated by means of recursion (3.13) with starting values 
(3.21) and (3.22). In other cases, Eq. (3.13) is treated by the following method. Let v be a "large" 
positive integer and consider the sequence K(p°_ ' ~)(z), K(p L ~)(z), ..., K~L+I 1' v)(z) where K~_+I 1' v) (z) = 0 
and K(fl'fl)(Z) is generated by Eq. (3.13) used in backward direction, i.e., 
R (n) ~ l  c(pn) l ~K~-+l'n(e~°) 2"'°(e-2'°R(n) vp+,, j ,  n=v, . . .  1,0. (4.11) K~L~)(ei0)- 1 ----e =2i°/ ,,(.+ 1) e Vp+n-1 -- 
L t .p -  1 
To determine an acceptable value of v we adopt the following criterion. Define an increasing 
sequence of integers 0 < v i < v2 < " "  and prescribe an error tolerance ; then set K~'gil' v,)(z) = 0, 
being l the smallest l, say l = /rain, such that 
k-(n,v,){_iO'~ (n,v,-,) i0 (4.12) max I--p- 1 It7 ) - -  Kp_ 1 (e)1 ~< e. 
O~<n~<v~ 
A practical guideline for the choice of vt will be discussed in Section 6. In summary we have: 
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Procedure 6. Let n = 0, 1 . . . . .  
(1) For  k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n compute  
2 p- 1 (p _ 1)! 
~k)-I = (2k + 1) p (see Eq. (4.9)). 
(2) For  k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n compute  
fl(k) ( j  + p --  1)(k - ½)! j+p-1  ~" 2(k+p+j -½)!  ' j=0 ' l ' ' ' ' ' k  (see Eq. (4.10)). 
(3) For j  = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n  compute  
¢(p-  l) 
C(pJ)-- 1 ~--- ( -- 1) j ' ' j+p-1 (see Eq. (2.5)). 
(4) For  k = 0, 1 . . . .  , n compute  
L(pk)-, (e i°) = e 2i0 0~(k)_ 1 __ ~ c(j)_I PJ *P-1 • 
j=O 
(5a) If 101 ~< 0* for k = 1,2, ... ,n start ing from K~°_) 1 given by (3.21) or (3.22) compute  
K(pk)-l(eiO)--(k_l)c(pk)-I (1 - e-2i°)K(pk-11)(ei° ) _  q- e2(k - l ) iOc(k ) l -  U"la-2iOR(k-IIp +k-21) _ f l (kk l_ )  1 ) 
Up- 1 
(see Eq. 3.13)). 
(5b) If 101/> 0", choose an appropr iate v (see Section 6), set K~_) l(e i°) = 0 and compute  for 
k= v -  1 , . . . ,0  
c(R) I VK(~+ll'(eiO) ~2kiOl~-2iOR(k, -- fl(k)k) ] 
Ktpk)-I (ei°) - -  1 - -  e -  2io L c(p k+l-'-'-~ ~, ~ Pp+k-1 • 
(6) Compute  
ei° 
R(")(ei°) = 2P-X(p -- 1)I [L(k)-l(ei°) q- K(k-) 1 ---- (ei°)]" 
• k=0 
5. Evaluation of Tp (x, b) 
We first summarize briefly the method  given in [6]. There, the evaluat ion of the series Tp (x, b) 
defined in (1.4) and (1.5) is established by considering the fol lowing expansion: 
cosh(2k + 1)x 
cosh(2k + 1)b = ( - -  1)n(e-(2k+l)[(2n+l)b-x] + e-(2k+l)[(2n+l)b+x])' 
n=O 
(5.1) 
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where b i> 0. Substitution of (5.1) and of (1.2) into (1.4) and an interchange of summation order 
give 
oo 
Tp(x,b) = Z ( - 1)"[~b.(x) + 4),( - x)], (5.2) 
n=O 
where 
~b,(x) = Rp(e-t{z,+ 1)b-:,l) (5.3) 
and Rp(z) is the integral in (1.3). 
As pointed out in [6], the behavior of the general term of series (5.2) follows from integral (1.3) 
and satisfies 
~b. (x) + ~b. ( - x) "-~ 2 cosh x e- 2nb, as n ~ or. (5.4) 
Thus, the series in (5.2) converges geometrically with ratio exp ( - 2b) and its convergence is not 
satisfactory when b is small or zero. 
To find a remedy for this loss of significance, which is as well exhibited by the general term of 
series (5.1), we replace the expansion in (5.1) by the slightly more complicated series 
cosh(2k + 1)x ~ e-2b"(1 -- 2e-4bk)" 
cosh(2k + 1)b = 2 [e -(2k+ 1)(b-x) .q!- e-( 2k+ 1)(b+x)] .=0~ (2 + e - 2b)n+ 1 (5 .5 )  
This series is the Euler-Knopp transformation of series (5.1) and can be determined by using the 
general method given in [3]. Alternatively, the derivation of series (5.5) can be readily accomplished 
by adding and subtracting e-2b/2 to the denominator of the ratio of hyperbolic osines and by 
expanding the resulting fraction with respect o the ratio [e-Zb(1 - -  2e-4bk)/(2 d- e-2b)]. Since 
12e -4bk -- iI ~< 1 for k/> 0, b >/0 and since le-Zb/(2 + e-Eb)[ ~< 1 for b ~> 0, the speed of conver- 
gence of series (5.5) is that of a geometric series with ratio ½ and is independent of x and b. This 
attractive feature moves to the series resulting from the substitution of (5.5) into (1.4); indeed, upon 
using once more binomial expansion, manipulation of series and little algebra, one gets 
2 °°(.2e-2b)n Tp(x,b) - 2 + e -2b ~ 2b ~,(X) (5.6) 
n=O We-  
where 
• .(x) = 2 ( -- 2eZb)J[~bJ(x) + ~bi( - x)], (5.7) 
j=O 
and qSs(x) is given by (5.3). Taking into account (5.4), from (5.7), it follows 
• .(x) ~ 2( - 1)" coshx, as n ~ oo (5.8) 
and the series in (5.6), as previously asserted, converges geometrically with ratio e-2b/ 
(2 + e-2b) ~< ½. Thus convergence is fully satisfactory, the speed of convergence being independent 
of x and b. With respect to the series (5.2), the calculation of the sum (5.6), (5.7) requires an 
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additional cost which amounts essentially to the computation of a difference table. This is easily 
seen by noting that the sum in (5.7) is generalized by 
F,,k(X,= ~ (~)(--2e2b,j[q~j+k(X,+dpj+g(--X,] , k=0,1 , . . . .  (5.9, 
j=0  
Thus, 
F~,o(X) = ~,(x), n = 0,1, . . . ;  (5.10) 
Fo,k(X) = Ck(X) + Ck( -- X), k = 0, 1,. . . ,  (5.11) 
and, by induction, 
F.+ 1,,(x) = F,,k(X) - 2eZbF..,+ l(x). (5.12) 
This recurrence relation and the starting values given by (5.11), (5.3) determine all the quantities 
F.,k(X). Calculation of the integral Rp(z) in (5.3) is performed by using the procedure outlined in 
Section 3. Since z is real and positive the equations simplify remarkably (see for instance 
Procedures 3 and 4 for p = 2, 3). It is convenient to arrange the quantities F,,k(X) in a triangular 
array similar to a difference table; the first column contains the starting values, the desired values 
q',(x), n = 1, 2, . . . ,  appear at the top of the columns. 
Finally we observe that the series 
1 sinh(2k + 1)x 
Up(x,b) = ~ (2k + 1)Pcosh(2k + 1)b (5.13) 
k=0 
where x and b satisfy (1.5), can be treated in a similar way. Series (5.13) is also of interest in plate 
contact problems I-6]. 
6. Numerical results 
The procedures outlined in Section 4 turn out to be effective, unaffected by cancellation error 
and in full accordance with the theoretical error estimate of Theorem 1. These features were 
achieved in all our numerical experiments. A sample of these is illustrated in the examples given 
below. 
Example 7. Rp(x) for p = 2, 3 and x -- 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99, 0.999, 1. The evaluation of 
series Rp(x), p = 2, 3, in the interval [0, 1] is accomplished by means of Procedures 3 and 4, using an 
extended precision real arithmetic. In Table 1 we report the approximations Rt2")(x), Rta")(x), n being 
the smallest integer, listed in columns 2 and 3, for p = 2, 3 respectively, for which the criterion 
IR~"-1)(x) - R~")(x)l ~< e, (6.1) 
is satisfied. Here we prescribe the tolerance = ½ x 10 .30  
In some cases it is immediate to see that the results of Table 1 are in agreement with the 
theoretical estimates predicted by Theorem 1. To see this, take p = 2, x = 1 and note that, since 
Remark 2 and inequality (2.18), the minimum value of n for which criterion (6.1) is expected to be 
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Table 1 
Results for Example 7 
x n n R~)(x) R~"(x) 
0.2 20 19 
0.4 32 31 
0.6 43 43 
0.8 46 46 
0.9 46 46 
0.95 46 46 
0.99 46 46 
0.999 46 46 
1.00 46 46 
0.200901956608620195824049124290 
0.407557775991865646227748811014 
0.627846740880499963056104351965 
0.877288093921464725300851831696 
1.02593895111111017277187660380 
1.11409957792905248150121322390 
1.20207566477685753806290098529 
1.229398197461679193248137587221 
1.233700550136169827354311374984 
0.2002988943321821297367541565951 
0.402457461565376974613251951168 
0.608721024144907450049350919708 
0.822488580520142326145514283369 
0.934148575865401855858103806758 
0.991915439922428775503108371627 
1.039572231873641345854606522149 
1.050567749830445792379353067527 
1.051799790264644999724770891322 
attained, approximately satisfies e 1/22-2n ~ g; this implies n ~- (½ - log e)/log 4. For  e = ½ x 10-30 
we have n - 50 which is in fairly good agreement with the value quoted in Table 1. 
Example  8. Rp(e i°) for p = 2, 3 and 0 = tort/2, co = 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1. The 
results reported in Table 2 were obtained by Procedure 6 using a double precision complex 
arithmetic. In all instances Rtp")(e i'°~/2 ) gives full accuracy within the number of terms specified in 
the second column. In the third column we display the value vt (see Section 4), that is the smallest 
integer for which criterion (4.12) is satisfied with e = ½ x 10-16. The lacking of the value of v~ means 
that the computation of Ktp")(e ~°) is performed via forward recursion (3.13). 
Incidentally, we note that the value vz can also be determined by making use of estimate (3.19). 
We outline this for p = 2. In this case we have m = 1 and c] ") is given by (2.8). In virtue of (3.19) we 
suppose that the dependence of K]~)(e i°) with respect to 0 is negligible and we assume 
IK[~')(ei°)l --- 5. Thus, taking 0 = 0 and p = 1 in (3.19), one finds for vt 
(21~/Vl)1/2  2v'+ 2 ~ g. (6.2) 
From (6.2) we may draw for vl the estimate I) l ~ log(x / /~/4e) / log4.  A refinement of this estimate 
can be got by application of standard technique [9,p. 11] to Eq. (6.2). This yields 9~ 
= vt - 31ogvJlog 16. With e = ½ x 10 -16 we have vt ~- 27, 9z ~- 23, which is in agreement with 
Table 2. Provided asymptotic estimates of Stirling's numbers are given, the method generalizes to 
the series Rp(z) with p > 2. 
Finally, we observe that there is superposition of the intervals in which forward and backward 
recursions for K~)(e i°) are effective. In practice it seems more convenient to exceed in using 
forward recursion (3.13). Indeed, for co = 0.1, 0.2, which both lie in the interval where the theory 
predicts backward recursion to be effective (co > 2n- x arcsin 18 = 0.0797... ), we obtain full accu- 
racy within about twenty-three terms by forward recursion (3.13); but it is necessary to take v~ > 50 
and v~ = 40 terms in backward recursion (4.11) to attain the same accuracy. (The reason of this 
behavior is not evident.) 
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Table 2 
Results for Example 8 
o9 n v, Re R~)(e i~'~/2 ) Im R(2~)(ei~'~/2) 
0.0 24 1.233700550136170 0.0 
0.001 24 1 .232466849586034 0.0064004607140982042 
0.01 24 1 .221363544634808 0.04592009281744054 
0.05 24 1 .172015522629361 0.1663915239689736 
0.1 23 1 .110330495122553 0.2783029792855802 
0.2 23 0.9869604401089362 0.4474022700859629 
0.4 22 24 0.7402203300817024 0.6744164952509313 
0.6 22 24 0.4934802200544687 0.8137885077568505 
0.8 22 24 0.2467401100272350 .8910852357980827 
1.0 22 24 0.0 0.9159655941772190 
195 
Table 3 
Results for Example 9 
b 
x 0.0 0.01 0.05 0.I 0.5 1.0 1.60 
0.0 51 50 48 45 30 20 14 
0.002 50 48 45 30 20 14 
0.004 50 48 45 30 20 14 
0.006 50 48 45 30 20 14 
0.008 50 48 45 30 20 14 
0.009 50 45 45 30 20 14 
0.01 50 45 45 30 20 14 
0.05 48 45 30 20 14 
0.1 45 30 20 14 
0.5 30 20 14 
1.0 20 14 
1.60 14 
Example 9. Summation of Tp(x,b), p = 2, b = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.60, x = 0, 0.002, 0.004, 
0.006, 0.008, 0.009, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.60. Table 3 shows the number  of terms to be added in 
series (5.6) to obtain T2 (x, b), within an accuracy of 24 decimal digits for several values of x and b. 
(The calculations were performed in extended precision real arithmetic.) The numerical  experi- 
ments conf irm that, as it noted in Section 5, the accuracy of the results does not depend on x and 
that the rate of convergence of series (5.6) is that of a geometr ic series of ratio 1/(1 + 2e2b). The 
latter assertion follows from the fact that such a geometr ic series needs approximately  
n = -- log(½ x 10-24)/1og(1 + 2e 2b) terms to produce 24 exact decimal digits. For  the values of 
b listed in the first row of Table 3 we get respectively n = 51, 50, 48, 45, 30, 20, 14, in full agreement 
with the theoretical predictions. 
Note  that the case b = 0 is included in Table 3. 
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